
Hand-out #26

Subjunctive and Conditions

(Goetchius ch. 45)

Dependent uses of the subjunctive:

1. Indefinite relative clauses: posited event (cf. conditions) (projection/manipulation )

2. Purpose clauses (embedded imperative sentences): posited event.

(projectionmanipulation

3. "Until" clauses: when projection/manipulation rather than assertion is expressed.

Conditions:

1. All conditions fall under the scope of the     non-fact    modality. Cf. modal verbs, which,

though in the indicative do not really assert a fact, except that inherent in the modal.

E.g. I can do it.      Assertion    : I try;     Projection    : the doing. Thus while     described     or

projected     reality is what we say IS or OUGHT TO BE (see Assigned Reality

Scale),    conditional    reality is reality PRETENDED FOR THE SAKE OF

ARGUMENT. If we assume that the described/projected world is the    real         world    ,

then the conditional world is the      world        of        pretense   .

a) As varying degrees of reality (factuality) are assigned in our real world, so

varying degrees of reality are pretended/posited in our world of pretense (=

actual  conditions)

b) Some pretended/posited situations are    counter-factual    (=hypothetical

conditions)

2. Semantically conditions fall into two categories:

a. Realis/actual conditions (cf. Goetchius Types A and B )

1) Its truth value is open (that is to say, what is being posited could become

true: If I work hard, I may get As).

2) The moods used reflect a sliding scale of degrees of reality (or

posited/projected reality)

b. Counter-fact/hypothetical conditions (cf. Goetchius Type C )

1) Its truth value is closed (that is to say, what is being posited cannot become

true: If I had been you, I would have done it).

c. In both types of conditions the protasis posits contingent  truth and the apodosis

posits resultant  truth; in other words: IF this is true, THEN that is true.

- differences in 'tense', aspect and mood mark "asserted"/projected differences in

time, aspect and modality.'Tense' is predominantly a matter of RELATION

TO THE SPEAKER.

3. Greek grammaticalized conditions

a. Realis/actual conditions (Type A  [Goetchius Types A and B])

-The moods used reflect a sliding scale of degrees of reality (i.e posited reality)
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1) eij + indicative (Type A1 ): (the tenses reflect posited placement in time).

Negative: ouj (Classical mhv).
eij ejme; diwvkousin, kai; uJma'" diwvxousin
If they persecute me [and I posit this with a high degree of reality], they 

will (surely) also persecute you

eij ejme; ejdivwxan, kai; uJma'" diwvxousin
If they persecuted me [and I posit this with a high degree of reality], they 

will (surely) also persecute you

eij ejme; diwvxousin, kai; uJma'" diwvxousin
If they will persecute me [and I posit this with a high degree of reality], 

they will (surely) also persecute you

2)  ejavn + subjunctive (Type A2 ): (the 'tenses' reflect aspectual differences)

Negative: mhv.
eja;n ejme; diwvkwsin/diwvxwsin, kai; uJma'" diwvxousin
If they persecute me [and I posit this with a lower degree of reality], they

will (probably) also persecute you

3)  eij + optative (Type A3 ): (the 'tenses' reflect aspectual differences)

Negative: mhv in protasis; ouj + a[n in apodosis.

eij ejme; diwvkoien/diwvxaien/diwvxoien, kai; uJma'" a]n diwvkoien/diwvxaien 
/diwvxoien
If they should persecute me [and I posit this with the lowest degree of 

reality], they would (possibly) also persecute you

b. Counter-fact/hypothetical conditional clause (protasis) (Type B [Goetchius Type C]).

Negative: mhv in protasis; ouj + a[n in apodosis.

1) eij + imperf indic (protasis), imperf indic + a[n (apodosis) (Type B1 )

eij ejme; ejdivwkon, kai; uJma'" a]n ejdivwkon
If they persecuted me [and I posit this as counter-factual], they would also 

have persecuted you

2) eij + aor indic (protasis), aor indic + a[n (apodosis) (Type B2 )

eij ejme; ejdivwxan, kai; uJma'" a]n ejdivwxan
If they had persecuted me [and I posit this as counter-factual], they would 

also have persecuted you

352. Conditional clauses of Type A1  express conditions which are posited (by the speaker

for the sake of argument) to be actual (or possible):

353. Conditional clauses of Type A2  express conditions which are posited (by the speaker

for the sake of argument) to be possible (or remotely possible):

354. Conditional clauses of Type B express hypothetical conditions which are posited (by

the speaker for the sake of argument) to be contrary to fact/counter-fact:


